
  

Welcome to Ordinary Time 
(an AHY Summer Series!)

The other day a friend offered a prayer before a meal. He said something like 

"…bless us all and this big blue spinning ball we are desperately trying to hold 

onto."

I love that. Most of the time we are working hard just to keep up, hold on, 

keep going. We get stuck in the doldrums with little energy. Often we go really 

far away – on vacation or a new regimen or a mission trip – to find renewal.

But what if we looked right under our feet, in front of our noses, 

inside our very bodies?

This is the call of Ordinary Time.

In the Christian liturgical calendar (I’m a bit of a church nerd), 'Ordinary 

Time' stretches across the warm summer months all the way to Thanksgiving. 

Barbara Brown Taylor captures the spirit of this time so well...

“What possible spiritual significance could a trip to the grocery store 

have? How could something as common as a toothache be a door to a 

greater life?...The treasure we seek requires no lengthy expedition, no 

expensive equipment, no superior aptitude or special company. All we lack 

is the willingness to imagine that we already have everything we need. The 

only thing missing is our consent to be where we are.”

 

For the next 12 weeks, we will steep ourselves in the treasures and 

possibilities of the ordinary:

• We'll discover the transformative power of simple movement linked 

to breath (pranayama, aka "life force"). 

• We'll practice identifying some of the 'altars in this world' - ordinary 

places where we have met and may continue to meet up with 'the divine 

more' (to paraphrase BBT).

• We'll rest, refresh, and enjoy our summers.

Okay, so what do you do now? First, watch this 1-minute intro. Then, buy 

BBT's book An Altar in The World: A Geography of Faith if your interest has 

been piqued. But it's not necessary to join me on the journey!

As always, thank you for sharing your journey with me.

dd

https://www.amazon.com/Altar-World-Geography-Faith/dp/0061370479
https://youtu.be/_b97JqUJPJE
https://www.amazon.com/Altar-World-Geography-Faith/dp/0061370479
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Ordinary Time 
Week 1: Vision 

Here we go on a journey to unravel our sometimes-twisted ideas 

about what is sacred in our world and what isn’t! 

You may know the word yoga means ‘to join’. (It’s from the Sanskrit 

root yuj, which means the same.) Did you know that the word religion comes 

from the Latin word ligare, which also means to link or to join? 

Point is, the world’s varied faith traditions and yoga have the same goal: To 

rejoin breath to movement, us to the wonders of the natural world, us to one 

another other, and all of us to the divine universe. 

So the question becomes how do we see the whole world as sacred? 

  

What if we...

• Let go of the idea that there is a boundary between the sacred 

(church) and the rest of the physical world.

• Slow down to recognize that anything, anywhere is part of 

"God’s House."

• Acknowledge that the journey may be less about finding God 

and more about making ourselves available for an encounter with the 

sacred.

Then, if we are lucky enough to encounter God, we could recognize it, 

name it, and continue the journey changed. If even a little bit.   

In the words of Barbara Brown Taylor...

 

“None of this was his [Jacob's] doing. The only thing he did right was 

to see where he was and say so. Then he turned his pillow into an 

altar before he set off, praising God who had come to him where he 

was.”  (p.16)

 

On the mat this week...

 

We're going to practice revolved eagle pose, one that requires our full 

attention. We’ll even try slowly shifting our gaze. And we'll practice 

square breathing. 

Off we go! 
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Ordinary Time Yoga Video (Week 1)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CfUGpJE1D9o
https://youtu.be/Qwse04bKxWU
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Ordinary Time 
Week 2: Reverence 

Reverence: The practice of paying attention. 

Do you have a memory of some ritual that taught you reverence?  

For me it was the end of every ballet class. We would bow to the piano player 

and to the teacher, then they would bow to us students in return.  

For Barbara Brown Taylor, it was her soldier father teaching her how to clean 

a gun. (Serendipitous – we could all take a moment today to practice 

reverence for the soldiers responsible for our freedom.) 

Reverence is about remembering our place in the grand scheme of 

things. It involves a balance of awe and humility. As is the case 

with changing our vision (the way we see), cultivating reverence requires us 

to take time. 

  

In the words of Barbara Brown Taylor...

(Chapter 2): “The easiest practice of reverence I know is simply to sit 

down somewhere outside, preferably near a body of water, and pay 

attention for at least 20 minutes. It is not necessary to take on the 

whole world at first. Just take in the three square feet of earth on 

which you are sitting, paying close attention to everything that lives 

within that small estate. You might even decide not to kill anything 

for twenty minutes, including the saltmarsh mosquito that lands on 

your arm. Just blow her away and ask her please to go find someone 

else to eat!”

 

On the mat this week...

• We’ll try poses that cultivate a bit of awe and humility (Warrior 

3 and Dolphin). 

• Throughout the practice we’ll use a variation of 'lion's breath'.

• We’ll also take a few moments to slowly bow – with forward 

folds that quiet the mind and nurture our spirits. 

And remember, all this movement is preparation for being still. At 

least once this week after yoga, I’m going to try that practice of 

reverence – sitting outside and paying attention for 20 minutes. 

I hope you will too!
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Ordinary Time Yoga Video (Week 2)

https://www.healthline.com/health/practicing-lions-breath
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4gdZKkl2AtE&feature=youtu.be
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Ordinary Time 
Week 3: Incarnation 

Incarnation: a person who embodies in the flesh a deity, spirit, or abstract 

quality.

Hmph. It seems like a pretty simple concept, but in reality, Christians spent 

the first 5 centuries arguing about how Jesus could be both fully human and 

fully God. 

Meanwhile, history hasn't been kind to our understandings of the flesh-and-

blood part of being human.

In the words of Barbara Brown Taylor...

“I am not sure when Christian tradition lost confidence in the body, but I 

have some guesses. Although Jesus was a Jew, many of his earliest 

interpreters were Greeks, who divided body and soul in ways that he did 

not. Descartes did not help matters by opposing nature and reason in his 

philosophy. Then along came the Protestant Reformation, with its deep 

suspicion of physical pleasure, followed by Freud’s dark insights into human 

sexuality. Add to that the modern scientific reduction of the body to 

biological matter, overlaid by Victoria’s Secret ads, and it is small wonder 

that so many of us are uncomfortable in our flesh.” 

  

Here’s the thing…

I don’t think we really need all the theological background or 

arguments. We don't need to bend the Bible to serve current religious 

and cultural ideas about our bodies. 

More often than not, I think the wisdom we seek is 

incarnated -- that is, found by practicing.

Take 'the yoga bible', BKS Iyeangar’s Light On Yoga. With a bit of 

effort on our part, the poses in that book (roughly 200) can teach and 

transform us. 

Take the fruits of the Spirit. Practicing the qualities of Jesus -- love, 

joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, self-

control -- are way more helpful to our personhood and to others than 

being an expert on the philosophical history.

On the mat this week...

• All you need to do is a bit of bending and balancing. Swing a bit, 

and stay still too!

• In honor of flesh and blood and creation, we'll practice 

bee breath.

• As always, reach out with any thoughts/questions.

Enjoy your practice, 
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Ordinary Time Yoga Video (Week 3)

https://www.amazon.com/Light-Yoga-Bible-Modern/dp/0805210318/ref=asc_df_0805210318/?tag=hyprod-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=312142103956&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=14559649014209083130&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9010798&hvtargid=pla-514439939437&psc=1
https://www.yogajournal.com/practice/beginners/how-to/buzz-away-the-buzzing-mind/
https://youtu.be/my_4guWpCbo
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Ordinary Time 
Week 4: Groundedness 

This week is all about walking, about our feet on the earth.  

 

Barbara Brown Taylor tells multiple stories about ways to walk. Walking 

in the dark. Walking like a monk. Walking a labyrinth.

OOH I love a good labyrinth! One of my favorite practices is to offer prayers 

for others on the way into the center, then listen for the Spirit on the way out.

Summer is a perfect time to try your own labyrinth! Carve one in the sand at 

the beach. Use sidewalk chalk on your driveway. Draw one on a piece of paper 

and ‘walk’ it with your finger.

  

In our practice this week...

• We'll notice how yoga is like a labyrinth! You pretty much know 

the path your practice is going to take, but it’s in the twists and turns 

where we discover new things.

• We’ll practice very slow sun salutations with warrior poses.

• We’ll try a walking meditation practice to get that 

groundedness.   

The practice is a bit longer this week (30 minutes), so let’s get going!
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Ordinary Time Yoga Video (Week 4)

https://labyrinthsociety.org/about-labyrinths
https://insideawareness.com/2012/08/19/draw-a-labyrinth-in-the-sand-in-8-easy-steps/
https://insideawareness.com/2012/08/19/draw-a-labyrinth-in-the-sand-in-8-easy-steps/
https://youtu.be/6DKbl1SGcAY
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Ordinary Time 
Week 5: Wilderness 

 

Wilderness: the practice of getting lost. 

As Barbara Brown Taylor points out... We're a lot like the herd of cows 

that will wear a 6-inch dirt path in an open field to get from one spot to 

another. We need to leave the narrow path in order to discover how much 

more there is to life. 

And then sometimes we don’t choose the wilderness. 

Life happens and we get slammed with an accident (more about that in a 

couple of weeks) or a diagnosis or a relationship gone awry. We end up 

vulnerable in ways we never imagined. 

Ironically, that’s often how and when most of our spiritual growth happens. 

Take Abraham and Sarah. Take the woman at the well. Time and time again 

God uses wilderness to draw us closer to God and to each other. “God does 

some of God’s best work with people who are truly seriously lost" (BBT).

And somehow, we humans have the capacity to come out on the other side 

grateful for our lives.  

  

In our practice this week...

• We’ll have the opportunity to lose ourselves in the practice for 

a few minutes. This is a low risk way to build fortitude for the 

wilderness days. 

• We'll contemplate opening to let God “strengthen the 

wilderness gene.” The one that made the people of the Bible "strong 

and resourceful, even as it reminded them how perishable they were." 

• We may come out "knowing how to say thank you and mean 

it" (BBT, page 74).

Off the mat this week... 

• Try taking a different route home. See what’s out there. Look 

around. 

• Take a few minutes to journal about a time when you were in 

‘wilderness’. How did you come out of it changed? 

Feel free to share your discoveries with me. I’d love to hear your story!
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Ordinary Time Yoga Video (Week 5)

https://youtu.be/49yYx9mMZQQ
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vulnerable in ways we never imagined. 

Ironically, that’s often how and when most of our spiritual growth happens. 

Take Abraham and Sarah. Take the woman at the well. Time and time again 

God uses wilderness to draw us closer to God and to each other. “God does 

some of God’s best work with people who are truly seriously lost" (BBT).

And somehow, we humans have the capacity to come out on the other side 

grateful for our lives.  

  

In our practice this week...

• We’ll have the opportunity to lose ourselves in the practice for 

a few minutes. This is a low risk way to build fortitude for the 

wilderness days. 

• We'll contemplate opening to let God “strengthen the 

wilderness gene.” The one that made the people of the Bible "strong 

and resourceful, even as it reminded them how perishable they were." 

• We may come out "knowing how to say thank you and mean 

it" (BBT, page 74).

Off the mat this week... 

• Try taking a different route home. See what’s out there. Look 

around. 

• Take a few minutes to journal about a time when you were in 

‘wilderness’. How did you come out of it changed? 

Feel free to share your discoveries with me. I’d love to hear your story!

dd
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Ordinary Time 
Week 6: Community 

Are you familiar with the Mary and Martha story from the Bible?  

Mary sits in the middle of the party listening to Jesus, while Martha stays in 

the kitchen doing the work. Here's a thought: Maybe it was actually easier for 

Martha (and for fellow introverts like Barbara Brown Taylor and me) to not 

have to interact with all those ‘others’!

And yet, the truth is that we can’t get through life (or closer to 

God) without community.

So this week we’re going to practice doing it well. 

  

Barbara Brown Taylor points out that...

Doing community well is really all about service: “If you have ever 

spent a Saturday volunteering at the Special Olympics, taking Meals 

on Wheels to the elderly, or picking up trash with the Riverkeepers, 

then you know that you can arrive back home dirty and tired but also 

oddly refreshed, with more lift in your heart than you could have 

gotten from a day at the beach.” (p 91)

There is a ton of yoga philosophy that points us toward service, such 

as karma yoga.  

In Christian history, the early desert fathers taught us that in order to 

obtain union with the Divine, we first had to have union with each 

other. Though they often spent time in isolation, they knew that even 

the most spiritually ambitious (or perhaps especially) need each other 

to bring us back down to earth. Because our best opportunity to see 

God is in the face of another human being!

This week on the mat... 

• We'll practice alternate nostril breathing. 
• We’ll get a glimpse of the first five 'yamas': no harm, 

truthfulness, non-stealing, moderation, and non-hoarding. (The 

yamas are like 'the 10 commandments of yoga.')

• Per usual, we'll pay attention to how we can use our time on the 

mat to enrich our lives off the mat. The yamas inform our poses and 

breath, and they're also a stepping stepping stone to doing community 

well.

So keep your yoga practice going! The benefits just may show up in 

your next encounter with another human. 

See you on the mat,

dd
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Ordinary Time 
Week 7: Vocation 

Vocation: the practice of living with purpose

 

While each of BBT’s chapters stand alone, I found this chapter to be closely 

related to the prior chapter on Community. In fact, she even mentions karma 

yoga!

The bottom line is ‘being good’ is, well, good. But ‘being good for 

something’ is even better.  

  

Barbara Brown Taylor puts it this way... 

“I think [people] want to do something that matters, to be part of 

something bigger than themselves, to give themselves to something 

that is meaningful instead of meaningless.” (p113)

“With all kinds of opportunities to tell people what to think, he told 

them what to do instead. Wash feet. Give your stuff away. Share your 

food. Favor reprobates. Pray for those who are out to get you. Be the 

first to say “I’m sorry.” For those who took him as their model, being 

fully human became a full-time job. It became a vocation in itself, no 

matter what they happened to do for a living.” (p118-9)

What we’re really getting at is that a faithful life—one where your 

actions speak louder than shouting what you believe, one where you 

love your neighbor as you love yourself—comes from knowing the 

larger vocation that encompasses our individual sense of purpose. 

And the beauty of vocation is that what you do matters a lot less 

than how you do it. We practice this on the mat by setting 

an intention. We practice this off the mat, every day, in even the most 

menial tasks.

For example, a few days ago I was moaning about changing the sheets 

on our bed. In hindsight I realize it was a missed opportunity. I could 

have engaged the task, the reaching and bending with gratitude for the 

simple fact that I can do so pain-free—and that I have a bed with a roof 

over my head!  

This week on the mat... 

• We'll take on some simple tasks and do them with intention.

• We'll practice Breath of Fire to strengthen our resolve and make 

us a bit more mindful.

• We'll keep our summer growing season going! Just by 

continuing to show up.

See you there,
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Ordinary Time 
Week 8: Rest 

"A being is free only when it can determine and limit its activity." —Karl 

Barth

Around 2008 Barbara Brown Taylor offered a brief course at the seminary 

where I was studying.

I don't remember the title of her course, but in hindsight she was clearly 

refining her ideas for An Altar in the World. 

One morning we spent several hours talking about the Third 

Commandment: to keep the Sabbath Day holy. For at least three hours we 

talked together about the benefits and challenges of disengaging from daily 

routines.  

Then right before lunch, BBT said, "OK, this afternoon your assignment is to 

go do it! Practice Sabbath in whatever way seems right for you."  

And I panicked!  

I literally went into the small chapel nearby and laid on the floor and wept 

because I had been so busy raising three kids and going to grad school and 

keeping all the other balls in the air that in spite of the occasional yoga class I 

squeezed in, I had no idea how to spend three hours being instead of doing! 

 

About three years later (exactly 10 years ago this week), yoga became my 

teacher in a whole new way.

A serious car accident resulting in a collapsed lung and multiple broken bones 

taught me to be grateful for every breath, no matter how shallow. In the 

coming months, deep breaths and stillness were my guides toward rest and 

healing. 

With practice we can hear what our bodies are telling us about the 

need to be still and be healed.

Keeping one day in seven separate commands us to be different for 

that brief time. 

Barbara Brown Taylor suggests making 2 lists on a piece of 

paper:

• First, list all the things you know give you life that you never 

take the time to do.  

• Then, on the other side, make a list of all the reasons why you 

think it is impossible for you to do those things.

"Keep the piece of paper where you can see it. Promise not to shush 

your heart when it howls for the list it wants."  

Another option is to cultivate the Niyamas -  five of the ethical 

practices we often call 'the 10 commandments of yoga'. I think all 

five are acceptable practices for a Sabbath day. (If you're interested in 

learning more about the Yamas & Niyamas, I recommend this book.)

One final note, circling back to last week...

Re: Vocation and purpose - Here's the podcast I mentioned in class. 

Psychologist Anthony Burrow suggests our purpose can come to us 

gradually with experience, through a specific life-changing event or 

perhaps through a mentor. For me, that car accident and subsequent 

healing journey compels me to continue sharing the many benefits of 

yoga with you. Feel free to pass these lessons along. Here's 

the YouTube playlist.

See you on the mat,

dd
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that brief time. 

Barbara Brown Taylor suggests making 2 lists on a piece of 

paper:

• First, list all the things you know give you life that you never 

take the time to do.  

• Then, on the other side, make a list of all the reasons why you 

think it is impossible for you to do those things.

"Keep the piece of paper where you can see it. Promise not to shush 

your heart when it howls for the list it wants."  

Another option is to cultivate the Niyamas -  five of the ethical 

practices we often call 'the 10 commandments of yoga'. I think all 

five are acceptable practices for a Sabbath day. (If you're interested in 

learning more about the Yamas & Niyamas, I recommend this book.)

One final note, circling back to last week...

Re: Vocation and purpose - Here's the podcast I mentioned in class. 

Psychologist Anthony Burrow suggests our purpose can come to us 

gradually with experience, through a specific life-changing event or 

perhaps through a mentor. For me, that car accident and subsequent 

healing journey compels me to continue sharing the many benefits of 

yoga with you. Feel free to pass these lessons along. Here's 

the YouTube playlist.

See you on the mat,
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https://youtu.be/vBnS_t0jsQo


Ordinary Time 
Week 9: Physical Labor 

Doesn't our culture tell us that success means not having to do physical work?

We link higher education to the ability to have a 'desk job.' Then when we get 

one, we try to earn more money to pay someone else to do our housework and 

mow our lawns. In so doing we deprive ourselves of the myriad ways our 

bodies were designed to function.

In other cultures, people carry water for miles. They nimbly fold their limbs 

like an accordion to lower themselves to the earth (think malasana pose). 

Our bodies can be strong and supple instruments at any age.

In this chapter, Barbara Brown Taylor tells a story about an ice storm that 

knocked out her power for several days. It was up to her to keep herself and 

her animals fed, watered, and warm.

 "I was deprived of my usual defenses against cold, darkness and hardship, 

giving me a better sense of how most people live. I was forced to engage the 

brute requirements of staying alive on frozen earth, leading me to 

press appreciation of a body that works."  

  

BBT reminds us that "there is no substitute for earthiness." In the 

Bible, Adam is actually named after the earth (the Hebrew the word 

is adamah). And tilling the garden is the first job Adam and Eve are 

tasked with.

The bottom line is that pretty much any physical action can 

be transformed into a spiritual practice.

Tending roses. Digging potatoes. Feeding the dog. Doing 

the housework. If we make the choice to respect the work and our 

body's ability to engage it—and at the end of the day, if we still practice 

love—then physical labor becomes 'soul work'. It enables us to be still 

and rest and perhaps even sleep better.

So on the mat this week...

• Grab some light weights if you have them. (Two cans of food 

would work great!)

• We'll engage our bodies in lifting and folding, twisting and 

bending—and practice gratitude that we can.

• We'll practice 4/7/8 breathing.

See you on the mat!
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https://almosthomeyoga.us19.list-manage.com/track/click?u=7a39eaf942136e21790febb18&id=a871bd6970&e=c26749d48c
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Ordinary Time 
Week 10: Breakthrough 

In the beginning of this chapter, BBT does a brilliant job of sharing her 

observation that Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity, and Islam all originated 

from pain and suffering.  

Pain/suffering/loss are the most universal human experiences. No one can 

get around, and no one goes through them without struggling.

"How can something as nonnegotiable as feeling pain serve as a spiritual 

practice?"

Here's Barbara Brown Taylor's answer...

"Like all the other aspects of the human condition…from having a body and 

being with other people to doing work and needing rest—feeling pain is 

something else that can be handled in a variety of ways. I can try to avoid 

pain. I can deny pain. I can numb it and I can fight it. Or I can decide to 

engage pain when it comes to me, giving it my full attention so that it can 

teach me what I need to know about the Really Real" (p157). 

  

Try this exercise from BBT:

• Draw a line graph of your life with you birthday at the far left 

edge and today's date at the right.

• Fill in the major events of your life that define you, that have 

made you who you are today.  

• Notice that perhaps the events that were difficult and painful 

were the ones that produced the most growth - perhaps even a 

'breakthrough'.

Our yoga mats are breakthrough spaces, too. 

• On the mat, we explore and sort out the sensations in our body. 

BBT writes, "Pain happens in the flesh. Suffering, on the other hand 

happens in the mind. The mind decides what pain means and whether 

it is deserved" (p161). 

• On the mat, we may diminish our pain. We can notice that a 

sensation initially interpreted as pain dissipates when we breathe into 

the pose.

• On the mat, we can meet our pain head-on and learn to be okay. 

We can acknowledge our imperfection and limitation. We can practice 

acceptance, rather than let our minds suffer more.

• On the mat, our bodies often 'let go' of suffering (non-physical 

stress) we didn't even know we were carrying. You might find yourself 

weeping in savasana or another pose that brings on a particular 

sensation. The 'letting go' can be a powerful release and reset for body, 

mind, and spirit.  

In class this week...

We'll pay special attention to the hips—that area of the body where we 

often hold onto negative emotions and stress. Read more 

about that here.

See you there,
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Ordinary Time 
Week 11: Prayer 

We are wrapping up our Summer Series these next two weeks.

I hope that for you, like me, it has kept you on your toes–staying connected to 

your breath and your body and things bigger than ourselves.  

First off this week, I applaud Barbara Brown Taylor once again for being 

incredibly honest about her prayer life. All the books, instruments, icons, 

candles, incense, coals, etc. lie fallow as a testimony to her presumed failure.  

For me, it's a bit more simple—at least a dozen unfinished prayer 'journals' 

usually begun at the first of the year with a genuine commitment to keep 

them going forever, which in most cases lasts somewhere between Feb 1st and 

April 15th.

And then BBT gets to the heart of it:

"What I actually do in my life may constitute genuine 

prayer." (p176)  

Is giving your time, your talents and your treasure a form of prayer? I'm not 

the expert, but I think so! Are there routine or unique things you do in your 

life intentionally that feel like prayer? Walking the dog? Folding paper bags? 

Please share with me, I'd love to hear.

 

  

Here are 2 more definitions of prayer, gleaned from An Altar in 

the World:

1. Gratefulness is the heart of prayer. There's even a book by 

that title. Find it here. 

2. Enlarged awareness. "Prayer…is waking up to the presence 

of God no matter where I am or what I am doing. When I am fully alert 

to whatever or whoever is right in front of me; when I am electrically 

aware of the tremendous gift of being alive; when I am able to give 

myself wholly to the moment I am in, then I am in prayer" (p178).

None of these definitions answer the difficult questions about how, 

when, and if God will (or has) answered us. In the end, BBT challenges 

us to remember that when it comes to prayer, the choice is ours: "Are 

you still waiting for God to answer you, or is your life the answer you 

have been seeking, hiding in plain view?" p182

This week on the mat…

We're getting back to some simple pleasures of movement and breath. 

Inhaling gratitude and exhaling love.

Enjoy!
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Ordinary Time Yoga Video (Week 11)  
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Ordinary Time 
Week 12: Pronouncing Blessings 

Okay, here's a confession.

Our family has this little ritual we practice...of avoiding being the one to ask 

the blessing over a meal. When that pause comes right before we pick up our 

forks, one of us puts their finger on their nose and the rest follow suit…The 

last one to pick up the cue gets to ask the blessing!  

What is it that makes us think we aren't qualified?

Did you notice I used the word ask rather than say a blessing? In 

pronouncing a blessing, we are not the ones conferring holiness. We are 

already qualified "good' simply for being created.

In the words of BBT, "...all life comes from God and for that reason alone we 

may call it blessed, leaving the rest to God."

All we need is to start. Then trust the practicing. 

  

Practically speaking, how do we start this whole conferring blessings 

thing?  

Step 1: Pick something and pronounce it good. BBT says to start 

by seeing the thing for what is, then say (maybe even out loud) it is 

good. You could bless a new thing, a beginning. A new home, the start 

of a school year, a new roommate, a new piece of clothing, or the 

groceries newly in your fridge.  

Step 2:  Ease up on your ideas of 'good' and 'not good'. When 

you start blessing people, places, and things that may seem unworthy, 

notice how it changes your judgement. Try blessing all the people at 

your departure gate in the airport (maybe silently, unless you are really 

bold). Or that slightly bruised fruit in your fridge. Or your next jog, or 

even your imperfect yoga practice.

Step 3: Practice blessing an ending of something, also called 

a "benediction." It could be as simple as the end of a family gathering, 

the finish of mowing your lawn, or the close of a sports season. "The 

world needs you to do this..." BBT encourages at the end of the 

book. "That we are able to bless one another at all is evidence that we 

have been blessed, whether we can remember when or not." 

As we wrap up these 12 weeks, think back on each of our practices: 

Vision. Reverence. Incarnation. Groundedness. Wildnerness. 

Community. Vocation. Sabbath. Physical Labor. Breakthrough. Prayer. 

Benedection.

Perhaps add more to your list.  

And remember that whatever you are doing, when you pay 

attention and practice with intention, you'll be creating 

sacred space—little altars in the world for yourself and for 

others.

With Blessings to meet all your needs,
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In the words of BBT, "...all life comes from God and for that reason alone we 

may call it blessed, leaving the rest to God."

All we need is to start. Then trust the practicing. 

  

Practically speaking, how do we start this whole conferring blessings 

thing?  

Step 1: Pick something and pronounce it good. BBT says to start 

by seeing the thing for what is, then say (maybe even out loud) it is 

good. You could bless a new thing, a beginning. A new home, the start 

of a school year, a new roommate, a new piece of clothing, or the 

groceries newly in your fridge.  

Step 2:  Ease up on your ideas of 'good' and 'not good'. When 

you start blessing people, places, and things that may seem unworthy, 

notice how it changes your judgement. Try blessing all the people at 

your departure gate in the airport (maybe silently, unless you are really 

bold). Or that slightly bruised fruit in your fridge. Or your next jog, or 

even your imperfect yoga practice.

Step 3: Practice blessing an ending of something, also called 

a "benediction." It could be as simple as the end of a family gathering, 

the finish of mowing your lawn, or the close of a sports season. "The 

world needs you to do this..." BBT encourages at the end of the 

book. "That we are able to bless one another at all is evidence that we 

have been blessed, whether we can remember when or not." 

As we wrap up these 12 weeks, think back on each of our practices: 

Vision. Reverence. Incarnation. Groundedness. Wildnerness. 

Community. Vocation. Sabbath. Physical Labor. Breakthrough. Prayer. 

Benedection.

Perhaps add more to your list.  

And remember that whatever you are doing, when you pay 

attention and practice with intention, you'll be creating 

sacred space—little altars in the world for yourself and for 

others.

With Blessings to meet all your needs,

dd

Ordinary Time Yoga Video (Week 12)

https://almosthomeyoga.us19.list-manage.com/track/click?u=7a39eaf942136e21790febb18&id=a8ebb430fb&e=c26749d48c


Ordinary Time 
Week 12: Pronouncing Blessings 

Okay, here's a confession.

Our family has this little ritual we practice...of avoiding being the one to ask 

the blessing over a meal. When that pause comes right before we pick up our 

forks, one of us puts their finger on their nose and the rest follow suit…The 

last one to pick up the cue gets to ask the blessing!  

What is it that makes us think we aren't qualified?

Did you notice I used the word ask rather than say a blessing? In 

pronouncing a blessing, we are not the ones conferring holiness. We are 

already qualified "good' simply for being created.

In the words of BBT, "...all life comes from God and for that reason alone we 

may call it blessed, leaving the rest to God."

All we need is to start. Then trust the practicing. 

  

Practically speaking, how do we start this whole conferring blessings 

thing?  

Step 1: Pick something and pronounce it good. BBT says to start 

by seeing the thing for what is, then say (maybe even out loud) it is 

good. You could bless a new thing, a beginning. A new home, the start 

of a school year, a new roommate, a new piece of clothing, or the 

groceries newly in your fridge.  

Step 2:  Ease up on your ideas of 'good' and 'not good'. When 

you start blessing people, places, and things that may seem unworthy, 

notice how it changes your judgement. Try blessing all the people at 

your departure gate in the airport (maybe silently, unless you are really 

bold). Or that slightly bruised fruit in your fridge. Or your next jog, or 

even your imperfect yoga practice.

Step 3: Practice blessing an ending of something, also called 

a "benediction." It could be as simple as the end of a family gathering, 

the finish of mowing your lawn, or the close of a sports season. "The 

world needs you to do this..." BBT encourages at the end of the 

book. "That we are able to bless one another at all is evidence that we 

have been blessed, whether we can remember when or not." 

As we wrap up these 12 weeks, think back on each of our practices: 

Vision. Reverence. Incarnation. Groundedness. Wildnerness. 

Community. Vocation. Sabbath. Physical Labor. Breakthrough. Prayer. 

Benedection.

Perhaps add more to your list.  

And remember that whatever you are doing, when you pay 

attention and practice with intention, you'll be creating 

sacred space—little altars in the world for yourself and for 

others.

With Blessings to meet all your needs,

dd
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